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Abstract:- Mobile network consists of number of mobile nodes moving in the network randomly, In mobile 

networks, authentication is a required primitive for most security protocols. Unfortunately, an adversary can monitor 

pseudonyms used for authentication to track the location of mobile nodes. A frequently proposed solution to protect 

location privacy suggests that mobile nodes collectively change their pseudonyms in regions called mix zones. This 

approach is costly. Self interested mobile nodes might, thus, decide not to cooperate and jeopardize the achievable 

location privacy. To analyze non-cooperative behavior of mobile nodes by using a game-theoretic model, where 

each player aims at maximizing its location privacy at a minimum cost. We obtain Nash equilibria in static n-player 

complete information games. As in practice mobile nodes do not know their opponents’ payoffs, we then consider 

static incomplete information games.To establish that symmetric Bayesian-Nash equilibria exist with simple 

threshold strategies. By means of numerical results, we predict behavior of selfish mobile nodes. We then 

investigate dynamic games where players decide to change their pseudonym one after the other and show how this 

affects strategies at equilibrium. Finally, we design protocols—Pseudo Game protocols—based on the results of our 

analysis and simulate their performance in vehicular network scenarios,The pseudonyms key changes mainly used in 

many  areas such as peer to peer communication and wireless network, because this network only each time change 

the location .Public and private key  is used  for transferring the information ,number of routing algorithm is used for 

route the information. 

 

Index Terms:- Security and privacy protection, mobile computing, network protocols. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The mobile nodes are frequently change their location, while change the location privacy of the mobile 

node is very important. The growing popularity of Bluetooth, WiFi in ad hoc mode, and other similar techniques is 

likely to fuel the adoption of peer-to-peer wireless communications. Corporations are developing wireless peer-to-

peer technologies. The integration of peer-to-peer wireless communications into mobile devices brings new security 

challenges, due to their mobile and ad hoc nature. Wireless communications are inherently dependent on geographic 

proximity: Mobile devices detect each other’s presence by periodically broadcasting beacon messages. These 

messages include pseudonyms such as public keys in order to identify communicating parties, route communications 

and secure communications. A change of pseudonym by an isolated device in a wireless network can be trivially 

identified by an external party observing transmitted messages. Hence, a change of pseudonym should be spatially 

and temporally coordinated among mobile devices , i.e., a collective effort. One solution consists in changing 

pseudonyms periodically, at a predetermined frequency. This works if at least two mobile nodes change their 

pseudonyms in proximity, a rarely met condition. Base stations can be used as coordinators to synchronize 

pseudonym changes but this solution requires help from the infrastructure. The approach in enables mobile nodes to 

change their pseudonyms at specific time instances (e.g., before associating with wireless base stations). However, 

this solution achieves location privacy only with respect to the infrastructure. Another approach coordinates 

pseudonym changes by forcing mobile nodes to change their pseudonyms within predetermined regions called mix 

zones. This approach lacks flexibility and is prone to attacks because a central authority fixes mix zone locations and 

must share them with mobile nodes.The integration of peer-to-peer wireless communications into mobile devices 

brings new security challenges, due to their mobile and ad hoc nature. Wireless communications are inherently 

dependent on geographic proximity mobile devices detect each other’s presence by periodically broadcasting beacon 

messages. These messages include pseudonyms such as public keys in order to identify communicating parties, 

route communications and secure communications. Much to the detriment of privacy, external parties can monitor 

pseudonyms in broadcasted messages in order to track the locations of mobile devices. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
2.1Mix Zones: User Privacy in Location-aware Services 

Privacy of personal location information is becoming an increasingly important issue. This paper a method, 

called the mix zone, developed to enhance user privacy in location-based services. We improve the mathematical 

model, examine and minimize computational complexity and develop a method of providing feedback to users. 

Traditionally, privacy of personal location information has not been a critical issue but, with the development of 

location tracking systems capable of following user movement twenty-four hours a day and seven days a week, 

location privacy becomes important: records of everything from the shelves you visit in the library to the clinics you 

visit in a hospital can represent a very intrusive catalogue of data. Location privacy is an important new issue and 

several strategies have been suggested to protect personal location information. The access Geographic 

Location/Privacy (Geopriv) Working Group have outlined architecture to allow users to control delivery and 

accuracy of location information through rule-based policies. Hengartner and Steenkiste describe a method of using 

digital certificates combined with rule-based policies to protect location information. The attacker can observe the 

times, coordinates and pseudonyms of all these ingress and egress events. His ideal goal is to reconstruct the correct 

mapping between all the ingress events and the egress events. This is equivalent to discovering the mapping between 

new and old pseudonyms.During the period of observation, assume there are n ingress events and n egress events.4 

The attacker observes n old pseudonyms going in, and n new pseudonyms coming out, most likely with some 

interleaving. Each permutation of the set of n new pseudonyms gives a new mapping, so there is a total of n! 

Mappings. Many of the mappings can be ruled out because we have mix zone model, describing a quantifiable 

metric of location privacy from the point of view of the attacker. Analysis is computationally expensive and may 

require partial evaluation of the problem.we have described a method of achieving this. Furthermore, given Fixed 

computational power there exists a trade-of between the tractability of the problem and the accuracy in which the 

real world is modeled. 

 

2.2. On Neighbor Discovery in Wireless Networks With Directional Antennas 
Several probabilistic algorithms in which nodes perform random, independent transmissions to discover 

their one-hop neighbors. Our neighbor discovery algorithms are classified into two groups, viz. Direct- Discovery 

Algorithms in which nodes discover their neighbors only upon receiving a transmission from their neighbors and 

Gossip-Based Algorithms in which nodes gossip about their neighbors' location information to enable faster 

discovery. consider the operation of these algorithms in a slotted, synchronous system and mathematically derive 

their optimal parameter settings. We show how to extend these algorithms for an asynchronous system and describe 

their optimal design. Analysis and simulation of the algorithms show that nodes discover their neighbors much faster 

using gossip-based algorithms than using direct-discovery algorithms. Furthermore, the performance of gossip-based 

algorithms is insensitive to an increase in node density. The effciency of a neighbor discovery algorithm also 

depends on the choice of antenna bandwidth. Direct discovery algorithm is used for determining neighbor only hear 

the when they hear transmission from neighbors.Gossip based algorithm are insensitive . Discovery Algorithms in 

which nodes gossip about each others' location information to  speed up discovery. Some of the important 

contributions of our work are:  

1. A simple mathematical model to derive the optimal parameter settings for synchronous direct-discovery and 

gossip-based algorithms. 

2. A simulation-based performance comparison of the gossip-based and the direct-discovery algorithms, 

demonstrating that nodes discover their neighbors significantly faster using the gossip-based algorithm than using 

the direct-discovery algorithm. Interestingly, we also see that while the performance of direct-discovery algorithm 

degrades as node density increases, the gossip-based algorithm remains insensitive to an increase in node density 

 

2.3FlashLinQ: A Synchronous Distributed Scheduler for Peer-to-Peer Ad Hoc Networks 
Channel allocation. By leveraging the fine-grained parallel channel access of OFDM, FlashLinQ develops 

an analog energy-level based signaling scheme that enables SIR (Signal to Interference Ratio) based distributed 

scheduling. This new signaling mechanism and the corresponding allocation algorithms permit efficient channel-

aware spatial resource allocation, leading to significant gains over a CSMA/CA system with RTS/CTS. FlashLinQ is 

a complete system architecture including (i) timing and frequency synchronization derived from cellular spectrum, 

(ii) peer discovery, (iii) link management, and (iv) channel aware distributed power, data-rate and link scheduling. 

implement FlashLinQ over licensed spectrum on a DSP/FPGA platform. To collect the data, the modem reports its 

current link scheduling status to the Linux based host every second 
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We prove the existence of one pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium in the single road intersection 

game and extend the result to a network of intersections. Finally, we test our model using real road Lausanne, 

Switzerland, and obtain two important results. First, in complete information scenarios, mobile users and the 

adversary tend to adopt complementary strategies: users place mix zones where there is no eavesdropping station, 

and the adversary deploys eavesdropping stations where there In wireless networks, the location tracking of devices 

and vehicles (nodes) based on their identifiable and locatable broadcasts, presents potential threats to the location 

privacy of their users. While the tracking of nodes can be mitigated to an extent by updating their identifiers to 

decorrelate their traversed locations, such an approach is still vulnerable to tracking methods that utilize the 

predictability of node movement to limit the location privacy provided by the identifier updates. On the other hand, 

since each user may need privacy at different locations and times, a user-centric approach is needed to enable the 

nodes to independently determine where/when to update their identifiers. However, mitigation of tracking with a 

user-centric approach is difficult due to the lack of synchronization between updating nodes.  addresses the 

challenges to providing location privacy by identifier updates due to the predictability of node locations and the 

asynchronous updates, and proposes a user-centric scheme called Swing that increases location privacy by enabling 

the nodes to loosely synchronize updates when changing their velocity. Further, since each identifier update 

inherently trades off network service for privacy, the paper also introduces an approach called Swap, which is an 

extension of Swing, that enables the nodes to exchange their identifiers to potentially. maximize the location privacy 

provided by each update, hence reducing the number of updates needed to meet the desired privacy levels. The 

performance of the proposed schemes is evaluated under random and restricted pedestrian mobility. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
The promise of vehicular communications is to make road traffic safer and more efficient.  however, 

besides the expected benefits, vehicular communications also introduce some privacy risk by making it easier to 

track the physical location of vehicles. One approach to solve this problem is that the vehicles use pseudonyms that 

they change with some frequency. In this paper, we study the effectiveness of this approach. We define a model 

based on the concept of the mix zone, characterize the tracking strategy of the adversary in this model, and introduce 

a metric to quantify the level of privacy enjoyed by the   vehicles. We also report on the results of an extensive 

simulation where we used our model to determine the level of privacy achieved in realistic scenarios. 

In particular, in our simulation, we used a rather complex road map, generated traffic with realistic 

parameters, and varied the strength of the adversary by varying the number of her monitoring points. Our simulation 

results provide detailed information about the relationship between the strength of the adversary and the level of 

privacy achieved by changing pseudonyms.In particular, many envisioned safety related applications require that the 

vehicles continuously broadcast their current position and speed in so called heart beat messages .We consider a 

continuous part of a road network, such as a whole city or a district of a city. We assume that the adversary installed 

some radio receivers at certain points of the road network with which she can eavesdrop the communications of the 

vehicles, including their heart beat messages, in a limited range. On the other hand, outside the range of her radio 

receivers, the adversary cannot hear the communications of the vehicles .Thus, we divide the road network into two 

distinct regions: the observed zone and the unobserved zone. Physically, these zones may be scattered, possibly 

consisting of many observing spots and a large unobserved area, but logically, the scattered observing spots can be 

considered together as a single observed zone. illustrates how a road network is divided into an observed and an 

unobserved zone in our model. In the figure, the observed zone is grey, and the unobserved zone is white. The 

unobserved zone functions as a mix zone, because the vehicles change pseudonyms and mix within this zone making 

it difficult for the adversary to track them.Advances in mobile networks and positioning technologies have made 

location information a valuable asset in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). However, the availability of such 

information must be weighed against the potential for abuse. In this paper, we investigate the problem of alleviating 

unauthorized tracking of target vehicles by adversaries in VANETs propose a vehicle density-based location privacy 

(DLP) scheme which can provide location privacy by utilizing the neighboring vehicle density as a threshold to 

change the pseudonyms. We derive the delay distribution and the average total delay of a vehicle within a density 

zone. Given the delay information, an adversary may still be available to track the target vehicle by a selection rule. 

We investigate the effectiveness of DLP based on extensive simulation study. Simulation results show that the 

probability of successful location tracking of a target vehicle by an adversary is inversely proportional to both the 

traffic arrival rate and the variance of vehicles’ speed. Our proposed DLP scheme also has a better performance than 

both Mix-Zone scheme and AMOEBA with random silent period. We propose the vehicle density-based location 

privacy(DLP) scheme, which can mitigate the location tracking of vehicles by changing pseudonyms based on a 

threshold in neighboring vehicle count within a density zone.2) We derive the delay distribution and the expected 
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total delay of a vehicle within the density zone. Given the delay information, an adversary may still be available to 

track the target vehicle based on a selection rule. 3) Simulation results show that the probability of successful 

location tracking by an adversary is inversely proportional to the intensity of the traffic and the variance of the 

vehicles’ speed. Our proposed DLP scheme outperforms both AMOEBA (with random silent period) and Mix-Zone 

Schemes in reducing the probability of successful tracking by an adversary. The effectiveness of changing 

pseudonyms to provide location privacy in VANETs. The approach of changing pseudonyms to make location 

tracking more difficult was proposed in prior work, but its effectiveness has not been investigated in either an 

analytical or numerical manner. In order to tackle this issue, we derived a delay model of vehicles in the density 

zone. We assumed that the adversary has sufficient knowledge (i.e., the delay distribution of the vehicles) in density 

zone. Based on this information, an adversary may try to select a vehicle which exits the density zone to the target 

vehicle that entered it earlier. We proposed the vehicle density-based location privacy (DLP) scheme, which can 

mitigate the location tracking of vehicles by changing pseudonyms based on a threshold in neighboring vehicle 

count within a density zone.  

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Protecting the location the location of mobile nodes from preventing third parties learning mobile node past 

and present location.To avoid the attack the pseudonym changes delete from present and past memory.The user 

centric model is proposed for enhance the privacy for particular threshold value.Each node in the network decide to 

take the decision about to change their position or not.During the silent period the node cannot take the position 

about the psedunoym  Changes.psedunoym game protocol is proposed for take descision about position changes in 

mix zone.This protocol is based on the coordinate the pseudonym changes. 1) An initiation phase, in which nodes 

request pseudonym changes, and 2) a decision phase, in Which nodes decide upon receiving a request whether to 

change pseudonyms or not. Different type of equation is used for psedunoym changes. Dynamic games of 

incomplete information can be solved using the concept of perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE).In the network each 

player connected in the network.Each node know the tree of all other nodes in the network.In user centric model 

node give the request to the other nodes in their proximity.user centric model update the changes of mobile node 

location.Initiation protocol and psednouym change protocol. 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig 1: proposed system architecture 

 

We present the game-theoretic aspects of achieving location privacy with multiple pseudonyms in a 

rational environment. We refer to the game-theoretic model as the pseudonym change game G. The key aspect of 

the game-theoretic analysis is to consider costs and the potential location privacy gain when making a pseudonym 

change decision  Considering the cost of pseudonyms an  the available location privacy gain (upperbounded by the 

density of nodes and their locations unpredictability), the user-centric 

location privacy level might encourage selfish mobile nodes to change pseudonym and obtain a satisfactory 

location privacy level, as long as other nodes are also changing. Nodes may also delay their decision in order to try 

to find better conditions that increase the effectiveness of pseudonym changes. 
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  Therefore, we investigate whether  location privacy can emerge in a non-cooperative system despite the 

cost of changing pseudonym, differentiated privacy levels, and the need for coordination. Game theory allows for 

modeling situations of conflict and for predicting the behavior of participants deciding whether or not to change 

their pseudonym, e.g., during the sile period, nodes cannot observe each other messages.  

 
At the end of the silent period, it appears that all pseudonym changes occur simultaneously. Mobile nodes 

must thus decide to change pseudonyms without knowing the decision of other nodes in proximity. The dynamic 

version of the game models protocols in which nodes do not start/stop transmitting at the same time, and may thus 

observe each others messages before making their decision. The game G is defined as a triplet ðP; S; UÞ, where P is 

the set of players, S is the set of strategies, and U is the set of  payoff functions. At any time t, several games are 

played in parallel (but nodes participate in a single game at a time). 

 

4.1 Players 

The set of players corresponds to the set of mobile nodes in transmission range of each other at time t. For a 

valid game we require no > 1. We assume that each node knows the number of other nodes in the mix zone. To 

achieve a consensus on this number, each node can adopt a neighbor discovery protocol  

 
4.2 Strategy 

Each player has two moves si: Cooperate (C) or Defect (D). By cooperating, a mobile node changes its 

pseudonym.  

 

4.3 Payoff Function 

We model the payoff function of every node level of location privacy of node i at time t, whereas the cost 

depends on the privacy loss function and the cost of 

changing pseudonym at time t. If at least two nodes change pseudonyms, then each participating node 

improves its location privacy for the cost of a pseudonym change. If a node is alone in changing its pseudonym, then 

it still pays the cost and, in addition, its location privacy continues to decrease according to the location privacy loss 

function. If a node defects, its location privacy continues to decrease according to its location privacy loss function. 

Formally: 
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4.4 Register with public key 

Wireless communications are inherently dependent on geographic proximity: mobile devices detect each 

other’s presence by periodically broadcasting beacon messages .A aims to track the location of mobile nodes. We 

consider that A can have the same credentials as mobile nodes and is equipped to eaves drop communications. In the 

worst case, a global adversary A obtains complete coverage and tracks nodes throughout the entire network, by 

placing. For example, if a node decides to defect, then it continues broadcasting messages that can be observed by 

other nodes in the mix zone. In other words, nodes participating in a mix zone can use defection as a signal to avoid 

the cost of being silent. Any of these solutions can be used, but we consider the latter because it requires less 

network resources. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The problem of rationality in location privacy schemes based on pseudonym changes. We Introduced a 

user-centric model of location privacy to measure the evolution of location privacy over time and evaluated the 

strategic behavior of mobile nodes with a game-theoretic model, the pseudonym change game. We analyzed the n-

player scenario with complete and incomplete Information and derived the equilibrium strategies for each node for 

both static and dynamic games. The obtained equilibriums allow us to predict the strategy of rational mobile nodes 

seeking to achieve location privacy in a non cooperative environment. This analysis results in the design of new 

protocols, the Pseudo Game protocols, which coordinate pseudonym changes. An intriguing result is that when 

uncertainty about others’ strategies is high (i.e., static games), rational nodes care more about the successful 

unfolding of the game if the cost of pseudonyms is also high. cost, usually a negative parameter, can positively 

affect the game by increasing the success of pseudonym change coordination. By means of simulations, we showed 

that dynamic games dramatically increase the coordination success of pseudonym changes.  
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